Taskair

™

“Breathing new life into the modern workplace”

Overview
Conventional offices deliver conditioned air from the ceiling.
TaskAir™ delivers conditioned air direct to the breathing
zone of the workstation occupant.
“This simple change in delivery point gives several
significant benefits to the occupant, and offers the astute
Mechanical Engineer a new tool to distribute quality air in
an otherwise unavailable, energy efficient manner.”

Benefits
• individual control over climate of immediate area
• improved Air Quality in the breathing zone
• proven Health & Productivity improvements
• significant Energy savings due to efficient delivery
• air Change Effectiveness, greater turnover of air
• more “Fresh” Air

“Air delivery at your workstation”

TaskAir™ Ceiling delivery system shown

What is Taskair?

The Need

Individual Control

Open plan layout is widely used in modern
office design. This type of layout often
results in high density occupancy levels
which bring some specific concerns
regarding occupant satisfaction with
thermal comfort and air quality.

“Air conditioning is the number one
complaint in offices.”

Research confirms these as the most
important perceptions in occupant comfort
and satisfaction in their office environment.

Individuals react very differently to
temperature. Each of us has differing weights
and metabolisms and all have different
comfort levels. This makes it impossible to
satisfy all individuals in large shared zones.
TaskAir™ creates a micro climate around
individual workstations and this allows the
occupant to personalise their zone.
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The Solution
TaskAir™, a personalised ventilation
system, is a simple but clever solution to
alleviate the above needs.
The International Centre for Indoor
Environment and Energy (ICIEE) at the
Technical University of Denmark is also
engaged in the development and optimisation
of personalised ventilation solutions, in order
to improve the air quality in the breathing
zone of workstation occupants.
Their independent research has found that
a personalised ventilation solution has great
potential for reducing the overall outside air
supply rate while improving occupant
comfort, health and productivity.
(Please visit - www.iciee.byg.dtu.dk)

UCI’s solution is TaskAir™
“A fully developed and
tested method of delivering
conditioned air direct into
the breathing zone of the
occupant”.

The TaskAir™ diffuser allows the user
complete control of direction and volume
of air flow.
“Air flow across the body can change
perceived temperature by up to 5°”

The Method
Conventional ceiling delivery requires cooled
air to fall through a pool of warm air (near the
ceiling), before mixing with the room air, which
has already been contaminated by others
inhaling and exhaling, and heated by office
machines, lighting etc.
In contrast, TaskAir™ “ducts” the conditioned
air through the warm air and releases it gently
and directly into the breathing zone of the
workstation occupant, uncontaminated.
In essence, TaskAir™ is an extension of the
air conditioning duct.
All this is achieved in a minimalist way,
ducting the air through modified but
conventional office screens.

Patent
TaskAir™ has been Patented and
Trademarked Worldwide.

“BREATHING NEW LIFE INTO
THE MODERN WORKPLACE”
“BREATHING NEW LIFE INTO
THE MODERN WORKPLACE”
“BREATHING NEW LIFE INTO
THE MODERN WORKPLACE”

TaskAir™ Floor delivery system shown

Planning

Simplicity

Air Quality

The connection of TaskAir™ is technically
very simple and inexpensive.

One of the most important benefits of
personalised ventilation is the air at the
breathing level has not yet been
contaminated by extensive mixing of air in
the open plan office.

TaskAir™ delivery

The air being inhaled has come direct from
the building’s filter giving the occupant first
use of the very cleanest air.

Air is delivered “direct” into the breathing zone of
the occupant.
Conventional ceiling delivery

*If TaskAir™ is combined with the
displacement ventilation for ambient air, and
good filtration practices, then the very best
possible air quality is achieved. *ASHRAE
*American Society of Heating Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Engineers.
Concealed Cushion Head Box

A specially designed “cushionhead” box
provides a simple connection to the
building’s air supply. Balancing of the air
supply is completed in the same manner as
conventional ceiling delivery.
“Because TaskAir™ is hidden in a
workstation furniture system, it is easily
reconfigured and is easily removable at end
of tenancy.”

TaskAir™ Technical

Air is “washed” accross the open plan floor.

A full Technical Manual is available on
request, but below we have listed some
quick facts.
In general, TaskAir™ is designed to
deliver approximately one third the total air
requirement for a floor of open
plan workstations.

TaskAir Technology

• Approximately 12-15 lps (litres per
second) of air is delivered to
each workstation.

TaskAir™ has been developed under strict
supervision of Mechanical Engineers.

• Up to 8 workstations can be serviced from
one delivery “blade”.

™

They have assisted in tooling a purpose
made “diffuser” which gives the occupant
optimum control of their micro climate.
TaskAir™ has been tested to deliver measured
quantities of air in a consistent manner.
(Technical paper available on request)

• TaskAir™ can be fed from the ceiling or
the floor.
• TaskAir™ can be easily fitted to existing
buildings or retrofitted to already installed
air conditioning systems.
• It is suitable for most forms of air
conditioning including chilled beam.

Energy Savings

Green Building Credits

Correctly configured Taskair™ can reduce
the overall volumes of conditioned air
leading to significant energy savings.

TaskAir™ can assist a project to obtain
Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA)
Credits. Awarding of these points are
dependent on the Engineers configuration
and their exploitation of the opportunities
TaskAir™ offers.

Chilling large volumes of outside warm air
requires much energy. Because Taskair™
delivers the air so directly to the occupant
the air is delivered at higher temperatures
than ceiling delivered air, resulting in less
energy used for cooling.
TaskAir™ can provide offices with several
options for winter settings which can result
in significant energy savings.
(Technical paper available on request)

IEQ1

Ventilation rates

2 Credits

IEQ2

Air change effectiveness

2 Credits

IEQ3

Carbon dioxide and monitoring

2 Credits

IEQ9

Thermal comfort

2 Credits

IEQ10

Individual comfort control

2 Credits

IEQ15
IEQ16

Mould prevention
Pollutant source control

1 Credits
1 Credits

ENE2

Energy improvement

5 Credits

Macro Environment
Conventional a/c connects to
Taskair™ through the cushion head

Conventional air
conditioning

All items above the cushion
head, starting with the flexible
duct, are the responsibility of the
contractor. This is the line of
demarcation.

From Taskair™ to end user

Cushion head

Taskair™ diffuser
set in Zodiac 75

Air blade

UCI will supply and fit a
customised cushion head that
connects to the top of the air
blade. It has a 200mm spigot,
ready to accept a 200mm
flexible duct.

The standard air blade is
400mm wide. Blade connects
from inside the ceiling to the
workstation screen.

Cluster of 2 4x diffusers 24 - 30lps*
B2B Cluster of 2 8x diffusers 48 - 60lps*

Cluster of 3 6x diffusers 36 - 45lps*
B2B Cluster of 3 12x diffusers 72 - 90lps*

Diffusers are set approximately
1050mm above floor level (afl),
comfortably positioned to direct
air into the breathing zone
without causing any discomfort.

Micro Environment
Single cluster 2x diffusers 12 - 15lps*
B2B Single cluster 4x diffusers 24 - 30lps*

0lps
0lps

Cluster of 4 8x diffusers 48 - 60lps*
B2B Cluster of 4 16x diffusers 96 - 120lps*

120lps
60lps

*For further information see TaskAir™ Technical paragraph (previous page)

Adjustment dial
Direct air flow

Airflow regulator
Adjust air volume

On position

Taskair screen size

Diffuser height

Diffuser location

The minimum height for a screen
is 400mm, with the maximum
being 600mm. A screen run can
be any length as long as the air
flow is not greater than 120lps
(see chart above).

The ideal diffuser height is
approximately 1050mm above
floor level (afl) ie. 300mm above
desk height.

The lateral location of the two
diffusers is 1/3 of the workstation
length ie. an 1800mm
workstation would see the
diffusers located approximately
600mm in from each end and
600mm apart.

Off position

Note: it is NOT recommended to
install diffusers exactly back to
back. (This avoids possible air
turbulance issues).

Diagrams for ilustration purposes only
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Disclaimer

The descriptions and specifications in this
brochure are relevant as at the date of
publication. In the interest of product
development, UCI reserves the right to carry
out alterations and improvements to products
and specifications.

Australia Wide

www.uci.com.au

1300 824 824

Some companies furnish offices. We furnish answers.

